
What’s new in security?
February, 2020
• Iowa Caucus App woes

“The software was the handiwork of Shadow Inc., a maker 
of digital campaign tools for Democrats that received 
more than $63,000 from the Iowa Democratic Party in 
November and December. On Tuesday, the company 
expressed "regret" about the confusion without disclosing 
what went wrong.” Feb 4, 2020 
(https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/04/iowa-app-caucuses-2020-election-110710)

Apparently, issues with poor planning, lack of 
proper testing (i.e. technical issues),  and 
inadequate training caused problems with the 
app not functioning properly. (my review)
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https://twitter.com/ShadowIncHQ/status/1224773796307050497
https://www.politico.com/news/2020/02/04/iowa-app-caucuses-2020-election-110710


Oldie but a goodie …
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Source: https://hackaday.com/2014/04/04/sql-injection-fools-speed-traps-and-clears-your-record/

https://hackaday.com/2014/04/04/sql-injection-fools-speed-traps-and-clears-your-record/
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AI … what?

“Repeat any word enough times, and it eventually 
loses all meaning, disintegrating like soggy tissue into 
phonetic nothingness. 

For many of us, the phrase “artificial intelligence” fell 
apart in this way a long time ago. 

AI is everywhere in tech right now, said to be 
powering everything from your TV to your 
toothbrush, but never have the words themselves 
meant less.”
Source: “The State of AI in 2019” by James Vincent (Jan 28, 2019)

https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/28/18197520/ai-artificial-intelligence-machine-learning-
computational-science
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https://www.theverge.com/2019/1/28/18197520/ai-artificial-intelligence-machine-learning-computational-science


Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

Google’s definition: 

Artificial intelligence (AI) is the ability of a computer 
program or a machine to think and learn. It is also a 
field of study which tries to make computers “smart”.
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Machine Learning (ML) 

Google’s definition: 

Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) 
that provides computers with the ability to learn 
without being explicitly programmed. 

Machine learning focuses on the development of 
computer programs that can teach themselves to grow 
and change when exposed to new data. 
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Data Analytics

Data Analysis is a process of inspecting, cleansing, 
transforming, and modelling data with the goal of 
discovering useful information, suggesting conclusions, 
and supporting decision-making.
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Definitions (Contd.)



Cyber Security

Cyber Security is the body of technologies, processes 
and practices designed to protect networks, computers, 
programs and data from attack, damage or 
unauthorized access. 

In a computing context, security includes both cyber 
security and physical security.
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Definitions (Contd.)



AI + ML + Data Analytics + Cyber Security

Machine learning has been quickly adopted in cyber 
security for its potential to automate the detection and 
prevention of attacks. 

One prominent example is next-generation antivirus 
(NGAV) products. ML models in NGAV have 
fundamental advantages compared to traditional AV, 
including higher likelihood of identifying zero-day 
attacks and targeted malware.
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Definitions (Finally.)



• As mentioned, machine learning is a branch of 
artificial intelligence, concerned with the design and 
development of algorithms that allow computers to 
evolve behaviors based on empirical data.

• As intelligence requires knowledge, it is necessary for 
the computers to acquire knowledge.

• That means Data – lots of Data

AI + ML



Learning system model
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• Training is the process of making the system able to 
learn.

• No free lunch rule:
• Training set and testing set come from the same distribution

• Need to make some assumptions or bias

Training and testing



• There are several factors affecting the 
performance:
• Types of training provided

• The form and extent of any initial background knowledge

• The type of feedback provided

• The learning algorithms used

• Two important factors:
• Modeling

• Optimization

Performance



• The success of machine learning system also depends 
on the algorithms.

• The algorithms control the search to find and build 
the knowledge structures.

• The learning algorithms should extract useful 
information from training examples.

Algorithms



• Supervised learning
• Prediction

• Classification (discrete labels), Regression (real values)

• Unsupervised learning
• Clustering

• Probability distribution estimation

• Finding association (in features)

• Dimension reduction 

• Semi-supervised learning

• Reinforcement learning
• Decision making (robot, chess machine)

Algorithms



• Supervised learning

Machine learning structure



• Unsupervised learning

Machine learning structure



• Spam Mitigation

• Malware detection 

• Mitigating Denial of Service Attacks  

• Reputation in Cyber Space 

• User Identification  

• Detecting Identity Theft 

• Information Leakage Detection and Prevention 

• Social Network Security 

• Detecting Advanced Persisted Threats 

• Detecting Hidden Channels

Examples of ML in Cyber Security



“We are a long way from machines that are as 
intelligent as humans—or even rats. 
So far, we’ve seen only 5% of what AI can do.”

- Yann LeCun, VP and Chief AI Scientist, Facebook

Source: What’s Next for Artificial Intelligence? June 14, 2016

https://www.wsj.com/articles/whats-next-for-artificial-intelligence-1465827619
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Not perfect …

https://www.wsj.com/articles/whats-next-for-artificial-intelligence-1465827619


“Today's AI is much closer in brainpower to an 
earthworm than to a human. It can pattern-match 
but doesn't understand what it's doing.” 

Janelle Shane Feb 8, 2020 @JanelleCShane
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https://twitter.com/JanelleCShane


#MLsec

“Just a reminder that #MLsec is about security OF 
ML rather than ML FOR security. Building security 
into ML is a thing.”

“One analog might be helpful in thinking about this. 
Not that security software (AV, intrusion detection, 
and the like) is not software security (building all 
kinds of software to be secure) #swsec #MLsec”

Gary McGraw, Jan 31, 2020 @cigitalgem
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https://twitter.com/hashtag/MLsec?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/swsec?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/hashtag/MLsec?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/cigitalgem


ML Security Risks

• Someone fooling a machine learning system by 
presenting malicious input of data that causes a 
system to make a false prediction or categorization.

• Attacker intentionally manipulates data being used 
by machine learning – which could compromise an 
entire system (“adversarial example”).

• Data confidentiality – information meant to be 
protected could be, through subtle means, 
extracted from a machine learning model 
containing that data
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Adversarial example

Source: “Unsolved research problems vs. real-world threat models” by Catherine Olsson (March 26, 2019)
(https://medium.com/@catherio/unsolved-research-problems-vs-real-world-threat-models-e270e256bc9e)

https://medium.com/@catherio/unsolved-research-problems-vs-real-world-threat-models-e270e256bc9e
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Ambiguous examples

Source: “Unsolved research problems vs. real-world threat models” by Catherine Olsson (March 26, 2019)
(https://medium.com/@catherio/unsolved-research-problems-vs-real-world-threat-models-e270e256bc9e)

https://medium.com/@catherio/unsolved-research-problems-vs-real-world-threat-models-e270e256bc9e
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More adversarial examples

Source: “Unsolved research problems vs. real-world threat models” by Catherine Olsson (March 26, 2019)
(https://medium.com/@catherio/unsolved-research-problems-vs-real-world-threat-models-e270e256bc9e)

https://medium.com/@catherio/unsolved-research-problems-vs-real-world-threat-models-e270e256bc9e
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Source: “Introduction to Feed-forward Neural Networks (aka Deep Learning)” by Abraham King
(https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1a_kUtLZthsDdd_NGfBUBnsjrCKGljsYCWXb5dAjtQK4/edit#slide=id.
g5815686d6f_1_49)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1a_kUtLZthsDdd_NGfBUBnsjrCKGljsYCWXb5dAjtQK4/edit#slide=id.g5815686d6f_1_49


AI/ML-specific Threats
• #1: Adversarial Perturbation

• Variant #1a: Targeted misclassification
• Variant #1b: Source/Target misclassification
• Variant #1c: Random misclassification
• Variant #1d: Confidence Reduction

• #2: Data Poisoning
• #2a Targeted Data Poisoning
• #2b Indiscriminate Data Poisoning

• #3 Model Inversion Attacks

• #4 Membership Inference Attack

• #5 Model Stealing

• #6 Neural Net Reprogramming

• #7 Adversarial Example in the Physical domain (bits->atoms)

• #8 Malicious ML providers who can recover training data

• #9 Attacking the ML Supply Chain

• #10 Backdoor Machine Learning

• #11 Exploit software dependencies of the ML system
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Source: “Threat Modeling AI/ML Systems and Dependencies” Microsoft
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/threat-modeling-aiml)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/threat-modeling-aiml


AI/ML-specific Threat / Mitigation
• #1: Adversarial Perturbation

• Variant #1a: Targeted misclassification

• Mitigations
• Reinforcing Adversarial Robustness using Model Confidence 

Induced by Adversarial Training [19]: The authors propose Highly 
Confident Near Neighbor (HCNN), a framework that combines 
confidence information and nearest neighbor search, to reinforce 
adversarial robustness of a base model. This can help distinguish 
between right and wrong model predictions in a neighborhood of a 
point sampled from the underlying training distribution.

• Attribution-driven Causal Analysis [20]: The authors study the 
connection between the resilience to adversarial perturbations and 
the attribution-based explanation of individual decisions generated 
by machine learning models. They report that adversarial inputs are 
not robust in attribution space, that is, masking a few features with 
high attribution leads to change indecision of the machine learning 
model on the adversarial examples. In contrast, the natural inputs 
are robust in attribution space.
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Source: “Threat Modeling AI/ML Systems and Dependencies” Microsoft
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/threat-modeling-aiml)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/threat-modeling-aiml


AI/ML-specific Threat / Mitigation
• #1: Adversarial Perturbation

• Variant #1a: Targeted misclassification

• Mitigations
• Attribution-driven Causal Analysis [20]:
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Source: “Threat Modeling AI/ML Systems and Dependencies” Microsoft
(https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/threat-modeling-aiml)

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/threat-modeling-aiml


Learn more …
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Resources

• “Unsolved research problems vs. real-world threat 
models” by Catherine Olsson (March 26, 2019)

https://medium.com/@catherio/unsolved-research-problems-
vs-real-world-threat-models-e270e256bc9e

• “The Inherent Insecurity in Neural Networks and 
Machine Learning Based Applications” by Abraham 
Kang (May 15, 2019)

https://towardsdatascience.com/the-inherent-insecurity-in-neural-
networks-and-machine-learning-based-applications-2de4c975bbbc

• Berryville Institute of Machine Learning (BIML) –
soon to release 78 particular risks in ML systems

https://berryvilleiml.com/
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https://medium.com/@catherio/unsolved-research-problems-vs-real-world-threat-models-e270e256bc9e
https://towardsdatascience.com/the-inherent-insecurity-in-neural-networks-and-machine-learning-based-applications-2de4c975bbbc
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Resources

• Microsoft
“Threat Modeling AI/ML Systems and Dependencies” (11/11/2019)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/threat-modeling-aiml

“AI/ML Pivots to the Security Development Lifecyle Bug Bar” 
(11/11/2019)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/bug-bar-aiml

“Failure Modes in Machine Learning” (11/11/2019)
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/failure-modes-in-machine-
learning

BIML’s review: https://berryvilleiml.com/2020/01/16/on-recent-microsoft-and-
nist-ml-security-documents/ (January 16, 2020)
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https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/threat-modeling-aiml
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/bug-bar-aiml
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/security/failure-modes-in-machine-learning
https://berryvilleiml.com/2020/01/16/on-recent-microsoft-and-nist-ml-security-documents/


Resources

Twitter

• AI + ML + Security experts on Twitter
Gary McGraw (BIML/#MLSec) @cigitalgem

Matthew Rosenquist (AI/Privacy) @Matt_Rosenquist

• AI + ML experts and influencers on Twitter (lists)
https://medium.com/@oleksii_kh/learn-in-your-tweet-15-top-ai-
experts-to-follow-on-twitter-5c68681af90a

https://medium.springboard.com/30-twitter-influencers-you-have-to-
follow-for-ai-machine-learning-977587b6406e
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https://twitter.com/hashtag/MLsec?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/cigitalgem
https://twitter.com/Matt_Rosenquist
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Questions?
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